INTRODUCTION
In the first section of this note we prove an approximate selection theorem for upper semicontinuous mappings defined on paracompact subsets of a Hausdorff topological vector space. In Section 2 we study continuity properties of setvalued metric projections. In the third section we combine the results obtained in the previous sections and establish some new fixed point theorems. In [36] we presented a set-valued version of Fan's fixed point theorem for inward singlevalued mappings [ 171. We assumed there that the set-valued mapping in question was continuous. Now we are able to show that the same result is true for upper semicontinuous mappings. We also improve recent theorems due to Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn [19] and extend a theorem of Lim's [27] . In the last section we consider invariance criteria that are similar to the inwardness conditions used in Section 3. In particular, we relate Nagumo's subtangency condition [31] with Browder's local support cones [6] .
APPROXIMATE SELECTIONS
Let X and Y be two topological spaces, and let 2r denote the family of nonempty closed subsets of Y. A mapping F: X + 2r is called upper (lower) semicontinuous if {x E X: F(r) C A} is open (closed) for every open (closed) A C Y. If F is both upper and lower semicontinous, then it is said to be continuous. Since the work of Michael [30] , it has been well known that under suitable conditions lower semicontinuous mappings admit continuous selections. More recently, Cellina [9, 121 has established approximate selection theorems for upper semicontinuous mappings. Variants of these theorems can be applied to the study of fixed points [lo, 201, topological degree [13] , and set-valued differential equations [2, 111. For our purpose, the following result is needed. The convex hull of a subset D of a vector space will be denoted by co(D). PROPOSITION I. 1. Let X be a paracompact subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space E. Let F assign to each x in X a closed convex subset of E. If F is upper semicontinuous, then for each positive E and continuous seminorm p there is a continuous f: X -co(F(X)) with the following property: For each x E X, there are y E X and z E F(y) such that p(x -y) < E andp(f (x) --2) < t.
Proof. Let B,(x, E) = (y E E: p(y -x) < E> and C;, := {y E X: F(y) C F(x) + B,(O, E)}. Since p is continuous and F is upper semicontinuous, (c/, n B,(x, e): x E X} is an open covering of X. Since X is paracompact, this covering has an open barycentric refinement {Vi : i E I} [14, p. 1681. Let {fi : i E I} be a partition of unity subordinated to {Vi}. For each i E I choose zi EF( Vi) and define8 X ---f co(F(X)) by f (x) = &,fi (x) zi . Let x belong to X. Since {Viii) is a barycentric refinement of { U, n B,(x, E): x E X}, u {Vi : x E Vi] C U, n B,(y, 6) for some y E X. If fi(x) + 0, then x E Vi. Consequently, Vi C U, and xi E F( y) -i-B,(O, 6). S' mce F( y) is convex, this means that f (x) E F(y) + B,,(O, l ).
Thus p(x -y) < e and for some z E F(y), p( f (x) -2) < E. COROLLARY 1.2. Let X be a nonempty subset of a Banach space (E, / I). Let F assign to each x in X a closed convex subset of E. If F is upper semicontinuous, then for each positive E there is a continuous f: X -+ co(F(X)) with the following property: For each x E X, there are y E ,Y and 2 E F(y) such that / x -y -: t andjf(x)--1 <E.
BEST APPROXIMATIONS
Let X be a nonempty subset of a HausdorfI topological vector space E, and let p be a continuous seminorm on E. For y in E define d,(y, X) == inf{ p(y --.r): x E X), and Q,(y) = {x E X : p(y -x) = d,(y, X)}. X is said to be proximinal (with respect top) if for ally in E, Q2,( y) is not empty. It is called approximatively compact (with respect top) if for each y E X every net {xd : d E D} C X such that p( y -xd) -+ d,(y, X) has a subnet that converges to an element of X. The following proposition is essentially due to Singer [41, p. 1681. In this note we are going to apply approximation theory to fixed point theory. Fixed point theorems have already been used in approximation theory. See, for example, [26, 42, 31. 
FIXED POINTS
Let C be a convex subset of a vector space E. For x in C, define I,(x) = (,z E E: x =: x + a( y -X) for some y E C and a 3 0} and IF,(x) = {z E E:
x + c(y -x) for some y E C and c with Re(c) > &}. Here Re(c) is the real part of c. Note that z ~1Fo.x) if and only if there is a number t (real or complex, depending on whether the vector space E is real or complex) such that / t 1 < 1 and tx + (I -t) z E C. If E is real, then IF,(x) = I,-(x). The closure of a subset S of a topological space will be denoted by cl(S).
Browder [5, p. 2851 showed that if C is a compact convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space E, f: C + E is continuous, and f (x) E I,(x) for each x in C, then f has a fixed point. Fan [17, p. p(f,(xJ -zE) < E and 1 dp(f,(x,), C) -dD(xc , C)! < p(f,(x,) -z,) < t, we have d,(z, C) =.~-p(z -x) = p(.z -y). Also z EF( y) CIFJ y). Consequently, there are a number t, / t < 1, and a point u E C such that ty $ (1 --t) z y-7. u. Thus
. Hence p(z -y) -~--0 and d,(y, F(y)) = dp(,z, F(y)) =: 0. Now let P be the set of all continuous seminorms on 2. For p in P set 2, == {x E C: d,,(x, F(x)) 0). If B = {pi : 1 3; i < nj is a finite subset of P and 4 ~~ zy-, pi E P, then n {Z,, : ~EB)~Z, + G. Since each Z, is closed, it follows that there is a point 2:' in C such that d,(w, F(w)) = 0 for all continuous seminorms on E. This point is a fixed point of F.
By [36, Example 1.81, the condition "F(x) C IF&x)" cannot be replaced with "F(x) n IF,(x) f @ ." It can, however, be replaced with the condition "F(x) C OF&x)" where OFc(x) = {,z t E : ,z = x + c(y -x) for some? E C and c with Re(r) < -~ 13. PROPOSITION 3.2. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Banach space E z&h the Oshman property. Let F assign to each x in C a nonempty compact convex subset of E. Suppose that F(x) C IF,(x) for each x in C. If F is upper semicontinuous and F(C) is relatively compact, then F has a jxed point.
Proof.
Let fn : C---f E be the (l/n)-approximate selection provided 1~~ Corollary I .2. Since fn(C) C co( f (C)), Proposition 2.3 yields a point x, in C such that d( f fi(x,), C) =-1 fn(xn) -xn 1. There are points yn E C and z,, E F( yn) such that 1 x,~ -yn / < I/n and / fn(xn) -z,~ / < 1 in. The sequence (xJ is contained in a compact subset of C. Therefore there are subsequences (.vn,] and {,zn,} that converge to x and z respectively. Clearly yn, ---f x and fn,(xn,) + z. Consequently, d(z, C) = /z -x j and z EF(~). There is a number t with f ~ <: I such that tx + (1 -t) z E C. Hence d(z, C) < I t(z -x)1 and z -= x.
The result seems to be new even in the single-valued case. It follows from the proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 that the following result is 21~0 true. THEOREM 3.3. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Banach space E, and let Q be the metric projection on C. Let F assign to each x in C a compact convex subset of E. Suppose that F is upper semicontinuous and F(x) n Q-l(x) C {x} for all x E C.
If either
(a) C is compact, OY (b) E has the Oshman property andF(C) is relatively compact, then F has a fixed point.
In fact, this theorem remains true when F assigns to each x in C a compact acyclic subset of E. This can be seen by applying [34, Theorem 5.61 to QF. Also, every Banach space whose dual has a Frechet-differentiable norm has the Oshman property [18, Theorem 81. Thus we see that [19, Theorem 31 can be improved: In (i) the strict convexity assumption is redundant, and in (ii) it can be assumed that E has the Oshman property. We also see that in (i) of [19, Theorem 41 there is no need to demand that the space be strictly convex. In particular, these results improve upon [23, Theorem 201 and [33, Theorem 31 . The next result shows that sometimes it suffices to assume that the point images of F are merely nonempty and compact. Let H denote the HausdorfF metric. THEOREM 3.4. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Banach space E, and let F assign to each x in C a nonempty compact subset of E. Suppose that H(F(x), F( y)) < h j x -y j for some h < 1 and for all x, y in C. If F(x) C cl(lc(x)) for each x E C, then F has a jixed point.
Proof. Suppose F does not have a fixed point. Choose 0 < q < 1 such that k < (1 -q)/(l $ q), and let x belong to C. There is z E F(x) such that 0 < d(x, F(x)) = / x -z /. Since z E cl(lJx)), there is 0 < h < 1 such that d((1 -h) x + hz, C) < hq 1 x -z / [8, 391. Therefore there exists a point y inCsuchthat~w-y~<hq~x-~~=q~w-x~wherenu=(l-h)x+hz. Note that 1 w -x 1 > 1 x -y l/(1 + q). Now let a EF(x) and b EF(Y) satisfy / w -a I = d(w, F(x)) and / a -b 1 < H(F(x), F(y)). We have d(y, F(y)) < ly-bb/lly--l++w---l+la-blIly--l++(eu,F(x))+ H(F(x),F(y))~ly-ww/+lw--l+kjx-yl=ly-wl+lx---Ihlx-xl+klx-yl=ly--wl+/ x--z~-~w-x~+hIx-y~< (q-l)lw-xl/+x-zl+klx-yl<d(x,F(x))--lx-yl,where r = (1 -q)/( 1 + q) -k > 0. Denoting y byf (x), we see that f is a self-mapping of C and 1 x -f (x)1 < 4(x) -$( f (x)) for all x E C where 4: C -+ R+ is given by 4(x) = d(x, F(x))/r. Since + is lower semicontinuous, f has a fixed point x0 by
Browder's version of Caristi's fixed point theorem [7, 81 (a simple proof can be found in [25] ). But then d(x, , F(x,)) < d(x, , F(x,)).
This contradiction completes the proof. COROLLARY 3.5. Let C be a convex weakly compact subset of a Banach space E that is uniformly convex in every direction. Let F assign to each x in C a nonempty compact subset of E. Suppose that H(F(x), F(y)) < / x -jf ~ for all x, y in C. If F(x) C ICC(x) for each x E C, then F has a fixed point.
Proof.
Choose a point x0 in C and a sequence {tn], 0 < t, < 1, that converges to I. By Theorem 3.4, the mapping F, : C -E defined byF,(x) := (1 -t,)x, $ t,F(x) for all x E C has a fixed point x, . Consequently, there is a sequence { yn) such that yrL E F(x,) and / x, -yn / -0. By [21] the sequence {xn} contains a subsequence {ali} such that all its subsequences have the same asymptotic radius and the same'asymptotic center [ 151 z with respect to C. Let {zuk} be the corresponding subsequence of {Ye}. Th ere is a sequence {uJ CF(z) such that w,, --up I < H(F(z,), F(z)) < 1 X~ -z /. We may assume that Us + u E F(z).
We have i xlc -u ~l/zk-Wk/+1Wk-Up1'-~U~~~--ZLi ~~ISl,--zC~~ --Zk --z / i-/ uk -u ~. Also, there is 0 < h < 1 such that z' :-: (1 --h) zhu E C. It follows that v is also the asymptotic center of {al;} with respect to C. Hence u z, and the proof is complete.
INVARIANT SETS
Let D be an open subset of a real Banach space E, and let S C D be closed.
Roughly speaking, the set S is said to be invariant with respect to f: D ---z E if from u'(t) z= f(u(t)) for 0 < t < T and u(0) E S, it follows that u(t) E S for all 0 .< t < T. Recent invariance criteria (see, for example, [29, 35, 431 and the references mentioned there) involve several conditions on f that are similar to those used in Section 3. In this section we again apply ideas from approximation theory in order to bring out some relationships between these conditions. Let S be a subset of E, and let Q denote the metric projection on S. Recall that the (normalized) duality mapping J from E into the set of nonempty weak-star compact convex subsets of its dual E* is defined by J(x) == {x* E E*: (x, x*) z:m /x/2-/ x* I"}. A functional x* # 0 in E* is said to support S at x E S if (x, x*) :--max((y, x*): y E S}. W e shall call a subset K of E a cone if K is closed and convex, x E K * tx E K for t 3 0, and x E K, -x E K 3 x =~ 0. (2)
Proof. In order to show that (1) * (2), assume that z E int(K + x). Let B(z, r) be contained in K + x for some 0 < Y < 1 z -x 1 . If 0 < h < S/(Y + / z -x 1) and w belongs to B((l -h) x + hz, hr), then 1 w -x 1 < hr + h 1 xx j < 6, and (w -x)/h + x belongs to B(x, r). Hence (w -x)/h E K, w E K + x, and B(( 1 -h) x + hz, hr) C K(x, 6). Thus d((l -h) x + hz, S) 3 hr for all small enough h. To prove (2) If y E Q-l(x)\{x}, then th eye exists j E J(y -x) such that (z, j) < (x, j). (3) If y EQ-l(x)\(x), then there exists x* E E*, x* # 0, such that (z, x*) < (x, x*) and (x, x*) < (w, x*) for alZ w E B(y, 1 y -x I). (4) Proof. To prove (3) =P (4), note that if w E B(y, I y -x I), then (y -w, j) < Iy-w~Iy-xI~~y-x~2=(y-x,j)=(y,j)-(x,j).Conversely,let~ be positive. There is x E E, / z I = 1, such that (z, x*) > (1 -<)I x* I. Since y -/ y -x I z belongs to B(y, 1 y -x I), (y -I y -x I z, x*) > (x, x*) and (y -x, x*) > I y -x I(1 -<)I x* I. But (y -x, x*) < I y -x I 1 x* /, so that (y -x, x*) = j y -x I / x* I. Thus we may setj = 1 y -x ] x*/lx* I. Conditions (I), (3), and (4) appear in [45, 39, 441 , respectively. Consider also the following conditions: lim d((1 -h) x + hz, S)/h = 0.
h+O+ If x* E E* supports S at x, then (z, x*) < (x, x*). (6) x E cl&(x)).
If S is a convex subset of E, x E S, and z E E, then by [39, Lemma 1.71, (5) is equivalent to (1) . Proposition 4.1 implies, of course, that in this case (5) is equivalent to (6) . Condition (6), in turn, is easily seen to be equivalent to (7) (cf. [40, Lemma 21 and the references cited there). PROPOSITION 4.3. If S is a convex subset of E, a smooth reflexive Banach space, x E S, and z E E, then (3) is equivalent to all the remaining conditions.
Proof. We will show that (3) u (6) . Suppose that (3) holds, and let N" support S at X. There exists y in E such that x* = J(y -x). Clearly J' -fL s and (s, J(y -x)) < (x, J(y --x)) for all s E S. It follows that : y -s I :-. y -~ s 1. In other words, x E Qy. Now assume that (6) holds. Since S is a Kolmogorov set [l, p. 1781, there is j E: J(y -x such that (s ~~ s, j) :'-.-0 for ) all s E S. This means thatj supports S at x. Consequently, (z,j) -1 (.y, j).
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